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KEY=THE - GATES ESTHER
ANTHROPIC BIAS
OBSERVATION SELECTION EFFECTS IN SCIENCE AND PHILOSOPHY
Routledge Anthropic Bias explores how to reason when you suspect that your evidence is biased by "observation selection eﬀects"-that is, evidence that has been ﬁltered by the precondition that there be some suitably positioned observer to "have" the evidence.
This conundrum--sometimes alluded to as "the anthropic principle," "self-locating belief," or "indexical information"--turns out to be a
surprisingly perplexing and intellectually stimulating challenge, one abounding with important implications for many areas in science
and philosophy. There are the philosophical thought experiments and paradoxes: the Doomsday Argument; Sleeping Beauty; the
Presumptuous Philosopher; Adam & Eve; the Absent-Minded Driver; the Shooting Room. And there are the applications in
contemporary science: cosmology ("How many universes are there?", "Why does the universe appear ﬁne-tuned for life?");
evolutionary theory ("How improbable was the evolution of intelligent life on our planet?"); the problem of time's arrow ("Can it be
given a thermodynamic explanation?"); quantum physics ("How can the many-worlds theory be tested?"); game-theory problems with
imperfect recall ("How to model them?"); even traﬃc analysis ("Why is the 'next lane' faster?"). Anthropic Bias argues that the same
principles are at work across all these domains. And it oﬀers a synthesis: a mathematically explicit theory of observation selection
eﬀects that attempts to meet scientiﬁc needs while steering clear of philosophical paradox.

EDEXCEL RELIGIOUS STUDIES FOR GCSE (9-1): BELIEFS IN ACTION (SPECIFICATION B)
Hachette UK Exam Board: Edexcel Level: GCSE Subject: Religious Studies First Teaching: September 2016 First Exam: June 2018
Endorsed for Edexcel Trust Victor Watton to maximise every student's potential with his trademark mix of well-paced, focused content
coverage and conﬁdence-boosting exam support tailored to the 2016 Edexcel requirements. - Progressively builds students' subject
knowledge through accessible explanations of religious and thematic concepts, topics and terms - Helps students learn, retain and
revise the key content by following a clear and consistent structure that maps every topic against the speciﬁcation - Oﬀers a complete
solution to assessment preparation with practice questions and expert guidance on how students can improve their responses Enhances students' interest and understanding using a variety of engaging visual sources, textual extracts and activities to illustrate
diﬀerent practices, perspectives and teachings Edexcel GCSE RS Spec B: Beliefs in Action Content covered: Area of study one: Religion
and ethics through a study of Christianity Section 1 Christian beliefs Section 2 Marriage and the family Section 3 Living the Christian
Life Section 4 Matters of Life and Death Area of study two: Religion, Peace and Conﬂict through a study of Islam and Judaism Section 1
Muslim beliefs Section 1 Jewish beliefs Section 2 Crime and Punishment Section 3 Living the Muslim Life Section 3 Living the Jewish
Life Section 4 Peace and conﬂict - Covers the short course content (through Christianity and Islam or Judaism)

THE JEDI PATH
A MANUAL FOR STUDENTS OF THE FORCE
becker&mayer! Unlock the secrets and share in the knowledge that has educated generations of Jedi—from the history and hierarchy
of the Jedi Order to the mastery of the Force and the nuances of lightsaber combat. Handed down from Master to Padawan, each Jedi
who has held and studied this copy has annotated the pages—adding his or her personal experiences and lessons they’ve learned.
This copy is now passed to you.

TECH TRENDS IN PRACTICE
THE 25 TECHNOLOGIES THAT ARE DRIVING THE 4TH INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION
John Wiley & Sons Discover how 25 powerful technology trends are transforming 21st century businesses How will the latest
technologies transform your business? Future Tech Trends in Practice will give you the knowledge of today’s most important
technology trends, and how to take full advantage of them to grow your business. The book presents25 real-world technology trends
along with their potential contributions to organisational success. You’ll learn how to integrate existing advancements and plan for
those that are on the way. In this book, best-selling author, strategic business advisor, and respected futurist Bernard Marr explains
the role of technology in providing innovative businesses solutions for companies of varying sizes and across diﬀerent industries. He
covers wide-ranging trends and provides an overview of how companies are using these new and emerging technologies in practice.
You, too, can prepare your company for the potential and power of trending technology by examining these and other areas of
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innovation described in Future Tech Trends in Practice: Artiﬁcial intelligence, including machine and deep learning The Internet of
Things and the rise of smart devices Self-driving cars and autonomous drones 3D printing and additive manufacturing Blockchain
technology Genomics and gene editing Augmented, virtual and mixed reality When you understand the technology trends that are
driving success, now and into the future, you’ll be better positioned to address and solve problems within your organisation.

EFFECTIVE DEVOPS
BUILDING A CULTURE OF COLLABORATION, AFFINITY, AND TOOLING AT SCALE
"O'Reilly Media, Inc." Some companies think that adopting devops means bringing in specialists or a host of new tools. With this
practical guide, you’ll learn why devops is a professional and cultural movement that calls for change from inside your organization.
Authors Ryn Daniels and Jennifer Davis provide several approaches for improving collaboration within teams, creating aﬃnity among
teams, promoting eﬃcient tool usage in your company, and scaling up what works throughout your organization’s inﬂection points.
Devops stresses iterative eﬀorts to break down information silos, monitor relationships, and repair misunderstandings that arise
between and within teams in your organization. By applying the actionable strategies in this book, you can make sustainable changes
in your environment regardless of your level within your organization. Explore the foundations of devops and learn the four pillars of
eﬀective devops Encourage collaboration to help individuals work together and build durable and long-lasting relationships Create
aﬃnity among teams while balancing diﬀering goals or metrics Accelerate cultural direction by selecting tools and workﬂows that
complement your organization Troubleshoot common problems and misunderstandings that can arise throughout the organizational
lifecycle Learn from case studies from organizations and individuals to help inform your own devops journey

THE DANCING WU LI MASTERS
AN OVERVIEW OF THE NEW PHYSICS
Random House This is an account of the essential aspects of the new physics for those with little or no knowledge of mathematics or
science. It describes current theories of quantum mechanics, Einstein's special and general theories of relativity and other
speculations, alluding throughout to parallels with modern psychology and metaphorical abstractions to Buddhism and Taoism. The
author has also written "The Seat of the Soul".

STAYING WITH THE TROUBLE
MAKING KIN IN THE CHTHULUCENE
Duke University Press In the midst of spiraling ecological devastation, multispecies feminist theorist Donna J. Haraway oﬀers
provocative new ways to reconﬁgure our relations to the earth and all its inhabitants. She eschews referring to our current epoch as
the Anthropocene, preferring to conceptualize it as what she calls the Chthulucene, as it more aptly and fully describes our epoch as
one in which the human and nonhuman are inextricably linked in tentacular practices. The Chthulucene, Haraway explains, requires
sym-poiesis, or making-with, rather than auto-poiesis, or self-making. Learning to stay with the trouble of living and dying together on
a damaged earth will prove more conducive to the kind of thinking that would provide the means to building more livable futures.
Theoretically and methodologically driven by the signiﬁer SF—string ﬁgures, science fact, science ﬁction, speculative feminism,
speculative fabulation, so far—Staying with the Trouble further cements Haraway's reputation as one of the most daring and original
thinkers of our time.

DATABASE RELIABILITY ENGINEERING
DESIGNING AND OPERATING RESILIENT DATABASE SYSTEMS
"O'Reilly Media, Inc." The infrastructure-as-code revolution in IT is also aﬀecting database administration. With this practical book,
developers, system administrators, and junior to mid-level DBAs will learn how the modern practice of site reliability engineering
applies to the craft of database architecture and operations. Authors Laine Campbell and Charity Majors provide a framework for
professionals looking to join the ranks of today’s database reliability engineers (DBRE). You’ll begin by exploring core operational
concepts that DBREs need to master. Then you’ll examine a wide range of database persistence options, including how to implement
key technologies to provide resilient, scalable, and performant data storage and retrieval. With a ﬁrm foundation in database
reliability engineering, you’ll be ready to dive into the architecture and operations of any modern database. This book covers: Servicelevel requirements and risk management Building and evolving an architecture for operational visibility Infrastructure engineering and
infrastructure management How to facilitate the release management process Data storage, indexing, and replication Identifying
datastore characteristics and best use cases Datastore architectural components and data-driven architectures

IF THE UNIVERSE IS TEEMING WITH ALIENS ... WHERE IS EVERYBODY?
FIFTY SOLUTIONS TO THE FERMI PARADOX AND THE PROBLEM OF EXTRATERRESTRIAL LIFE
Springer Science & Business Media In a 1950 conversation at Los Alamos, four world-class scientists generally agreed, given the size
of the Universe, that advanced extraterrestrial civilizations must be present. But one of the four, Enrico Fermi, asked, "If these
civilizations do exist, where is everybody?" Given the fact that there are perhaps 400 million stars in our Galaxy alone, and perhaps
400 million galaxies in the Universe, it stands to reason that somewhere out there, in the 14 billion-year-old cosmos, there is or once
was a civilization at least as advanced as our own. Webb discusses in detail the 50 most cogent and intriguing solutions to Fermi's
famous paradox.
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DUALITY OF TIME
COMPLEX-TIME GEOMETRY AND PERPETUAL CREATION OF SPACE
Mohamed Haj Yousef The Duality of Time Theory is the result of more than two decades of ceaseless investigation and searching
through ancient manuscripts of concealed philosophies and mystical traditions, comparing all that with the fundamental results of
modern physics and cosmology, until all the contradicting jigsaw pieces were put together into this brilliant portrait. Without the
overwhelming proofs and strong conﬁrmations that accumulated over time, it would have been impossible to pursue this long
research path, as it was extremely challenging to appreciate the unfathomable secret of time and the consequences of the ongoing
perpetual creation of space, that result from the Single Monad Model of the Cosmos. The complex-time geometry of the Duality of
Time Theory explains how the physical dimensions of space are sequentially being re-created in the inner levels of time, which makes
the outward time genuinely imaginary with respect to the inner real levels. This is easily expressed in terms of the hyperbolic splitcomplex numbers, that characterize the Relativistic Lorentzian Symmetry. This will have deep implications because space-time has
become naturally quantized in a way that explains and unites all the three principles of Relativity, leading to full Quantum Field Theory
of Gravity, as well as explaining all the other fundamental interactions in terms of the new granular space-time geometry. This
ultimate uniﬁcation will solve many persisting problems in physics and cosmology. The homogeneity problem, for example, will
instantly cease, since the Universe, no matter how large it could be, is re-created sequentially in the inner time, so all the states are
updated and synchronized before they appear in the outer level that we encounter. Furthermore, the Duality of Time does not only
unify all the fundamental interactions in terms of its genuinely-complex time-time geometry, but it uniﬁes this whole physical world
with the two other even more fundamental domains of the psychical and spiritual worlds. All these three conclusive and
complementary realms are constructed on the same concept of space-time geometry that together form one single absolute and
perfectly symmetrical space. This particular subject is treated at length in the Third Volume of this book series - the Ultimate
Symmetry, which explores how the apparent physical and metaphysical multiplicity is emerging from the absolute Oneness of Divine
Presence, descending through four fundamental levels of symmetry: ultimate, hyper, super and normal. Among many other
astonishing consequences, this astounding conclusion means that the psychical world is composed of atoms and molecules that are
identical with the physical world except that they are evolving in orthogonal time direction. It may appear initially impossible to
believe how the incorporeal worlds may have the same atomic structure as the physical world, but it is more appropriate to say that
physical structures are eventually incorporeal, because they become various wave phenomena and energy interactions as soon as we
dive into their microscopic level, as it is now conﬁrmed by Quantum Field Theories. In the Duality of Time Theory, since rigid space is
created sequentially in the inner time, energy may become negative, imaginary and even multidimensional, which simply means that
all things in creation are various kinds of energy moments that are spreading on diﬀerent intersecting dimensions of time; so not only
mass and energy are equivalent, but also charge and all other physical and metaphysical entities are interconvertible types of energy,
including consciousness and information.

GENERATION AND APPLICATIONS OF EXTRA-TERRESTRIAL ENVIRONMENTS ON EARTH
River Publishers This book has been prepared under the auspice of the European Low Gravity Research Association (ELGRA). The main
task of ELGRA is to foster the scientiﬁc community in Europe and beyond in conducting gravity and space-related research. This
publication is dedicated to the science community, and especially to the next generation of scientists and engineers interested in
space research and in the means to use Earth to reproduce the space environment. ELGRA provides a comprehensive description of
space conditions and the means that have been developed on Earth to perform space environmental and (micro-) gravity related
research. . The book covers ground-based research instruments and environments for both life and physical sciences research. It
discusses the opportunities and limitations of protocols and instruments to compensate gravity or simulate microgravity, such as
clinostats, random positioning machines, levitating magnets, electric ﬁelds, vibrations, tail suspension or head down tilt, as well as
centrifuges for hyper-g studies. Other space environmental conditions are addressed too, like cosmic radiation or Mars atmospheric
and soil properties to be replicated and simulated on Earth. Future long duration of manned missions, personal well-being and crew
interaction are major issues dealt with.

REASON IN REVOLT
MARXIST PHILOSOPHY AND MODERN SCIENCE
Wellred Books The achievements of science and technology during the past century are unparalleled in history. They provide the
potential for the solution to all the problems faced by the planet, and equally for its total destruction. Allegedly scientiﬁc theories are
being used to "prove" that criminality is caused, not by social conditions, but by a "criminal gene". Black people are alleged to be
disadvantaged, not because of discrimination, but because of their genetic make-up. Of course, such "science" is highly convenient to
right-wing politicians intent on ruthlessly cutting welfare. In the ﬁeld of theoretical physics and cosmology there is a growing tendency
towards mysticism. The "Big Bang" theory of the origin of the universe is being used to justify the existence of a Creator, as in the
book of Genesis . For the ﬁrst time in centuries, science appears to lend credence to religious obscurantism. Yet this is only one side of
the story.

ASTRONOMY
Astronomy is written in clear non-technical language, with the occasional touch of humor and a wide range of clarifying illustrations. It
has many analogies drawn from everyday life to help non-science majors appreciate, on their own terms, what our modern exploration
of the universe is revealing. The book can be used for either aone-semester or two-semester introductory course (bear in mind, you
can customize your version and include only those chapters or sections you will be teaching.) It is made available free of charge in
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electronic form (and low cost in printed form) to students around the world. If you have ever thrown up your hands in despair over the
spiraling cost of astronomy textbooks, you owe your students a good look at this one. Coverage and Scope Astronomy was written,
updated, and reviewed by a broad range of astronomers and astronomy educators in a strong community eﬀort. It is designed to meet
scope and sequence requirements of introductory astronomy courses nationwide. Chapter 1: Science and the Universe: A Brief Tour
Chapter 2: Observing the Sky: The Birth of Astronomy Chapter 3: Orbits and Gravity Chapter 4: Earth, Moon, and Sky Chapter 5:
Radiation and Spectra Chapter 6: Astronomical Instruments Chapter 7: Other Worlds: An Introduction to the Solar System Chapter 8:
Earth as a Planet Chapter 9: Cratered Worlds Chapter 10: Earthlike Planets: Venus and Mars Chapter 11: The Giant Planets Chapter 12:
Rings, Moons, and Pluto Chapter 13: Comets and Asteroids: Debris of the Solar System Chapter 14: Cosmic Samples and the Origin of
the Solar System Chapter 15: The Sun: A Garden-Variety Star Chapter 16: The Sun: A Nuclear Powerhouse Chapter 17: Analyzing
Starlight Chapter 18: The Stars: A Celestial Census Chapter 19: Celestial Distances Chapter 20: Between the Stars: Gas and Dust in
Space Chapter 21: The Birth of Stars and the Discovery of Planets outside the Solar System Chapter 22: Stars from Adolescence to Old
Age Chapter 23: The Death of Stars Chapter 24: Black Holes and Curved Spacetime Chapter 25: The Milky Way Galaxy Chapter 26:
Galaxies Chapter 27: Active Galaxies, Quasars, and Supermassive Black Holes Chapter 28: The Evolution and Distribution of Galaxies
Chapter 29: The Big Bang Chapter 30: Life in the Universe Appendix A: How to Study for Your Introductory Astronomy Course
Appendix B: Astronomy Websites, Pictures, and Apps Appendix C: Scientiﬁc Notation Appendix D: Units Used in Science Appendix E:
Some Useful Constants for Astronomy Appendix F: Physical and Orbital Data for the Planets Appendix G: Selected Moons of the Planets
Appendix H: Upcoming Total Eclipses Appendix I: The Nearest Stars, Brown Dwarfs, and White Dwarfs Appendix J: The Brightest
Twenty Stars Appendix K: The Chemical Elements Appendix L: The Constellations Appendix M: Star Charts and Sky Event Resources

RANDOMNESS AND COMPLEXITY
FROM LEIBNIZ TO CHAITIN
World Scientiﬁc The book is a collection of papers written by a selection of eminent authors from around the world in honour of
Gregory Chaitin's 60th birthday. This is a unique volume including technical contributions, philosophical papers and essays.

TOWARDS A NEW ENLIGHTENMENT?
A TRANSCENDENT DECADE
Turner Addresses key issues in understanding the decade 2008-2018 and its impact on the societies of the future. Brings together the
articles B28of twenty-two prestigious international experts in diﬀerent ﬁelds of thought. Through an informative approach, the essays
form a transversal view of today's thinking. This is the tenth title of the Open Mind essay collection published by BBVA.A27.0We are
living through years of great importance, marked by the unstoppable evolution of technology, science and the information society.
This book brings together twenty-two essays written by prestigious researchers from the world's leading universities on areas as
diverse as crucial to our future: climate change, artiﬁcial intelligence, economics, cyber-security and geopolitics, democracy,
anthropology, new media, astrophysics and cosmology, nanotechnology, biomedicine, globalisation, gender theory and the cities of
the future.

SCIENCE FOR ALL
THE POPULARIZATION OF SCIENCE IN EARLY TWENTIETH-CENTURY BRITAIN
University of Chicago Press Recent scholarship has revealed that pioneering Victorian scientists endeavored through voluminous
writing to raise public interest in science and its implications. But it has generally been assumed that once science became a
profession around the turn of the century, this new generation of scientists turned its collective back on public outreach. Science for
All debunks this apocryphal notion. Peter J. Bowler surveys the books, serial works, magazines, and newspapers published between
1900 and the outbreak of World War II to show that practicing scientists were very active in writing about their work for a general
readership. Science for All argues that the social environment of early twentieth-century Britain created a substantial market for
science books and magazines aimed at those who had beneﬁted from better secondary education but could not access higher
learning. Scientists found it easy and proﬁtable to write for this audience, Bowler reveals, and because their work was seen as
educational, they faced no hostility from their peers. But when admission to colleges and universities became more accessible in the
1960s, this market diminished and professional scientists began to lose interest in writing at the nonspecialist level. Eagerly
anticipated by scholars of scientiﬁc engagement throughout the ages, Science for All sheds light on our own era and the continuing
tension between science and public understanding.

COMMON ERRORS IN STATISTICS (AND HOW TO AVOID THEM)
John Wiley & Sons Praise for the Second Edition "All statistics students and teachers will ﬁnd in this book afriendly and intelligentguide
to . . . applied statistics inpractice." —Journal of Applied Statistics ". . . a very engaging and valuable book for all who usestatistics in
any setting." —CHOICE ". . . a concise guide to the basics of statistics, replete withexamples . . . a valuablereference for more
advanced statisticiansas well." —MAA Reviews Now in its Third Edition, the highly readable CommonErrors in Statistics (and How to
Avoid Them) continues to serveas a thorough and straightforward discussion of basic statisticalmethods, presentations, approaches,
and modeling techniques.Further enriched with new examples and counterexamples from thelatest research as well as added
coverage of relevant topics, thisnew edition of the benchmark book addresses popular mistakes oftenmade in data collection and
provides an indispensable guide toaccurate statistical analysis and reporting. The authors' emphasison careful practice, combined
with a focus on the development ofsolutions, reveals the true value of statistics when appliedcorrectly in any area of research. The
Third Edition has been considerably expanded andrevised to include: A new chapter on data quality assessment A new chapter on
correlated data An expanded chapter on data analysis covering categorical andordinal data, continuous measurements, and time-to-
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event data,including sections on factorial and crossover designs Revamped exercises with a stronger emphasis on solutions An
extended chapter on report preparation New sections on factor analysis as well as Poisson and negativebinomial regression Providing
valuable, up-to-date information in the sameuser-friendly format as its predecessor, Common Errors inStatistics (and How to Avoid
Them), Third Edition is anexcellent book for students and professionals in industry,government, medicine, and the social sciences.

TIMELINES OF NEARLY EVERYTHING
Manjunath.R This book takes readers back and forth through time and makes the past accessible to all families, students and the
general reader and is an unprecedented collection of a list of events in chronological order and a wealth of informative knowledge
about the rise and fall of empires, major scientiﬁc breakthroughs, groundbreaking inventions, and monumental moments about
everything that has ever happened.

REASON IN REVOLT, VOL. II
DIALECTICAL PHILOSOPHY AND MODERN SCIENCE
Algora Publishing The dialectical materialism of Marx is not only a useful philosophical method for understanding the processes of
society, but is also a powerful tool for the assessment of the scientiﬁc method, according to Marxists Grant and Woods. . . . They
explain the philosophical basis of dialectical materialism and defend its practice using examples from current work in formal logic and
physics. They suggest that just as science provides conﬁrmation of dialectical materialism, so dialectical materialism helps
demonstrate where science has lost its way. They are especially critical of the injection of mysticism into current works of theoretical
physics. Book News

THE FUTURE OF MAKING
Melcher Media Incorporated Prepare yourself: How things are made is changing. The digital and physical are uniting, from innovative
methods to sense and understand our world to machines that learn and design in ways no human ever could; from 3D printing to
materials with properties that literally stretch possibility; from objects that evolve to systems that police themselves. The results will
radically change our world--and ourselves. The Future of Making illustrates these transformations, showcasing stories and images of
people and ideas at the forefront of this radical wave of innovation. Designers, architects, builders, thought leaders--creators of all
kinds--have contributed to this look at the materials, connections, and inventions that will deﬁne tomorrow. But this book doesn't just
catalog the future; it lays down guidelines to follow, new rules for how things are created, that make it the ultimate handbook for
anyone who wants to embrace the true future of making.

THE BOOK OF CHANGES, VOL 1
YIJING (I CHING), WORD BY WORD
CAVE MINERALS OF THE WORLD
CLASH OF SYMBOLS
A RIDE THROUGH THE RICHES OF GLYPHS
Springer From the ampersat and amerpsand, via smileys and runes to the ubiquitous presence of mathematical and other symbols in
sciences and technology: both old and modern documents abound with many familiar as well as lesser known characters, symbols and
other glyphs. Yet, who would be readily able to answer any question like: ‘who chose π to represent the ratio of a circle’s diameter to
its circumference?’ or ‘what’s the reasoning behind having a ⌘ key on my computer keyboard?’ This book is precisely for those who
have always asked themselves this sort of questions. So, here are the stories behind one hundred glyphs, the book being evenly
divided into ﬁve parts, with each featuring 20 symbols. Part 1, called Character sketches, looks at some of the glyphs we use in
writing. Part 2, called Signs of the times, discusses some glyphs used in politics, religion, and other areas of everyday life. Some of
these symbols are common; others are used only rarely. Some are modern inventions; others, which seem contemporary, can be
traced back many hundreds of years. Part 3, called Signs and wonders, explores some of the symbols people have developed for use
in describing the heavens. These are some of the most visually striking glyphs in the book, and many of them date back to ancient
times. Nevertheless their use — at least in professional arenas — is diminishing. Part 4, called It’s Greek to me, examines some
symbols used in various branches of science. A number of these symbols are employed routinely by professional scientists and are
also familiar to the general public; others are no longer applied in a serious fashion by anyone — but the reader might still meet them,
from time to time, in older works. The ﬁnal part of the book, Meaningless marks on paper, looks at some of the characters used in
mathematics, the history of which one can easily appreciate with only a basic knowledge of mathematics. There are obviously
countless others symbols. In recent years the computing industry has developed Unicode and it currently contains more than 135 000
entries. This book would like to encourage the curious reader to take a stroll through Unicode, to meet many characters that will
delight the eye and, researching their history, to gain some fascinating insights. 

PARTING THE COSMIC VEIL
Springer Science & Business Media This book describes our gradual awareness of a vast, previously concealed Universe. It is a story of
expanding horizons and the discovery of invisible worlds. This voyage of discovery is presented within universal themes, such as
invisibility, motion, content, form, impermanence, violence and emptiness, beginnings and ends. These are topics that concern us all,
helping us take the Universe personally, so each chapter begins with the human aspect of some of these themes. The book is
additionally broadened by including the perceptions of artists, poets and writers, as well as with line drawings that forcefully compact
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a scientiﬁc insight.

BLACK HOLES AND TIME WARPS
EINSTEIN'S OUTRAGEOUS LEGACY
Ever since Albert Einstein's General Theory of Relativity burst upon the world in 1915, some of the world's most brilliant minds have
sought to decipher the mysteries bequeathed by that legacy. Einstein himself was resistant to its implications, but physicists,
astronomers and cosmologists have argued over his theory ever since.

FOR THE LOVE OF PHYSICS
FROM THE END OF THE RAINBOW TO THE EDGE OF TIME - A JOURNEY THROUGH THE WONDERS OF PHYSICS
Simon and Schuster Largely autobiographical account of the author's life as one who fell in love ﬁrst with physics and then with
teaching physics to students.

DISRUPTIVE ANALYTICS
CHARTING YOUR STRATEGY FOR NEXT-GENERATION BUSINESS ANALYTICS
Apress Learn all you need to know about seven key innovations disrupting business analytics today. These innovations—the open
source business model, cloud analytics, the Hadoop ecosystem, Spark and in-memory analytics, streaming analytics, Deep Learning,
and self-service analytics—are radically changing how businesses use data for competitive advantage. Taken together, they are
disrupting the business analytics value chain, creating new opportunities. Enterprises who seize the opportunity will thrive and
prosper, while others struggle and decline: disrupt or be disrupted. Disruptive Business Analytics provides strategies to proﬁt from
disruption. It shows you how to organize for insight, build and provision an open source stack, how to practice lean data warehousing,
and how to assimilate disruptive innovations into an organization. Through a short history of business analytics and a detailed survey
of products and services, analytics authority Thomas W. Dinsmore provides a practical explanation of the most compelling innovations
available today. What You'll Learn Discover how the open source business model works and how to make it work for you See how
cloud computing completely changes the economics of analytics Harness the power of Hadoop and its ecosystem Find out why Apache
Spark is everywhere Discover the potential of streaming and real-time analytics Learn what Deep Learning can do and why it matters
See how self-service analytics can change the way organizations do business Who This Book Is For Corporate actors at all levels of
responsibility for analytics: analysts, CIOs, CTOs, strategic decision makers, managers, systems architects, technical marketers,
product developers, IT personnel, and consultants.

THE BOOK OF CHANGES, VOL 2
YIJING (I CHING), WORD BY WORD
THE WHAT IF THEORY
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform Personal growth and self help journal. A journal to help you explore the things that are
holding you back and the possibilities of your future.

BUILDING A DEVOPS CULTURE
"O'Reilly Media, Inc." DevOps is as much about culture as it is about tools When people talk about DevOps, they often emphasize
conﬁguration management systems, source code repositories, and other tools. But, as Mandi Walls explains in this Velocity report,
DevOps is really about changing company culture—replacing traditional development and operations silos with collaborative teams of
people from both camps. The DevOps movement has produced some eﬃcient teams turning out better products faster. The tough
part is initiating the change. This report outlines strategies for managers looking to go beyond tools to build a DevOps culture among
their technical staﬀ. Topics include: Documenting reasons for changing to DevOps before you commit Deﬁning meaningful and
achievable goals Finding a technical leader to be an evangelist, tools and process expert, and shepherd Starting with a non-critical but
substantial pilot project Facilitating open communication among developers, QA engineers, marketers, and other professionals
Realigning your team’s responsibilities and incentives Learning when to mediate disagreements and conﬂicts Download this free
report and learn how to the DevOps approach can help you create a supportive team environment built on communication, respect,
and trust. Mandi Walls is a Senior Consultant with Opscode.

GALAXIES AND THEIR MASKS
A CONFERENCE IN HONOUR OF K.C. FREEMAN, FRS
Springer Science & Business Media Freeman, Fellow of the Royal Society.

SIRIUS
BRIGHTEST DIAMOND IN THE NIGHT SKY
Springer Science & Business Media This book tells two stories. The ﬁrst and most obvious is why the star known as Sirius has been
regarded as an important ﬁxture of the night sky by many civilizations and cultures since the beginnings of history. A second, but
related, narrative is the prominent part that Sirius has played in how we came to achieve our current scientiﬁc understanding of the
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nature and fate of the stars. This is the ﬁrst book to integrate the cultural history of Sirius with modern astrophysics in a way which
provides a realistic view of how science progresses over time.

WHY DOES THE WORLD EXIST?
AN EXISTENTIAL DETECTIVE STORY
Expands the search for the origins of the universe beyond God and the Big Bang theory, exploring more bizarre possibilities inspired
by physicists, theologians, mathematicians, and even novelists.

MARCEL GROSSMANN
FOR THE LOVE OF MATHEMATICS
Springer Zurich, summer 1912. Albert Einstein has just returned from Prague to the city on the Limmat. He sends a plea for help to his
former fellow student, the mathematician Marcel Grossmann (1878-1936), for he is in need of assistance with the mathematical
calculations of his general theory of relativity. What then follows is one of the most fascinating chapters of science history, with farreaching consequences for the lives of the two friends. Marcel Grossmann’s granddaughter paints here a picture of a ﬁery and manytalented scientist and patriot. She traces the inﬂuence of an entrepreneurial family during Germany’s rapid industrial expansion in the
late 19th century. The family’s ﬂuctuating fortunes take the story to the vibrant city of Budapest on the Danube; they enable readers
to sense the pioneering spirit at Zurich’s young Polytechnic Institute (now ETH Zurich) – but also reﬂect the worries and hardships of
the First World War and interwar years. The Foreword is written by Prof. Remo Ruﬃni, founder and president of the International
Center for Relativistic Astrophysics and the Marcel Grossmann Meetings. Last but not least, an extensive contribution by Dr. Tilman
Sauer oﬀers a scientiﬁc-historical appreciation of Marcel Grossmann’s enduring contributions.

ENERGY, COMPLEXITY AND WEALTH MAXIMIZATION
Springer This book is about the mechanisms of wealth creation, or what we like to think of as evolutionary "progress." The massive
circular ﬂow of goods and services between producers and consumers is not a perpetual motion machine; it has been dependent for
the past 150 years on energy inputs from a ﬁnite storage of fossil fuels. In this book, you will learn about the three key requirements
for wealth creation, and how this process acts according to physical laws, and usually after some part of the natural wealth of the
planet has been exploited in an episode of "creative destruction." Knowledge and natural capital, particularly energy, will interact to
power the human wealth engine in the future as it has in the past. Will it sputter or continue along the path of evolutionary progress
that we have come to expect? Can the new immaterial wealth of information and ideas, which makes up the so-called knowledge
economy, replace depleted natural wealth? These questions have no simple answers, but this masterful book will help you to
understand the grand challenge of our time. Praise for Energy, Complexity and Wealth Maximization: “... people who run the modern
world (politicians, economists and lawyers) have a very poor grasp of how it really works because they do not understand the
fundamentals of energy, exergy and entropy ... those decision-makers would greatly beneﬁt from reading this book ...” - Vaclav Smil,
Distinguished Professor Emeritus, University of Manitoba “... A grandiose design; impressive, worth reading and reﬂecting!” - Prof. Dr.
Ernst Ulrich von Weizäcker, Founder of Wuppertal Institute; Co-President of the Club of Rome, Former Member of the German
Bundestag, co-chair of the UN’s Resource Panel “... The book is a must read for concerned citizens and decision makers across the
globe.” - RK Pachauri, Founder and Executive Vice Chairman, The Energy and Resources Institute (TERI) and ex-chair, International
Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)

TWISTY LITTLE PASSAGES
AN APPROACH TO INTERACTIVE FICTION
MIT Press A critical approach to interactive ﬁction, as literature and game. Interactive ﬁction—the best-known form of which is the text
game or text adventure—has not received as much critical attention as have such other forms of electronic literature as hypertext
ﬁction and the conversational programs known as chatterbots. Twisty Little Passages (the title refers to a maze in Adventure, the ﬁrst
interactive ﬁction) is the ﬁrst book-length consideration of this form, examining it from gaming and literary perspectives. Nick
Montfort, an interactive ﬁction author himself, oﬀers both aﬁcionados and ﬁrst-time users a way to approach interactive ﬁction that
will lead to a more pleasurable and meaningful experience of it. Twisty Little Passages looks at interactive ﬁction beginning with its
most important literary ancestor, the riddle. Montfort then discusses Adventure and its precursors (including the I Ching and Dungeons
and Dragons), and follows this with an examination of mainframe text games developed in response, focusing on the most inﬂuential
work of that era, Zork. He then considers the introduction of commercial interactive ﬁction for home computers, particularly that
produced by Infocom. Commercial works inspired an independent reaction, and Montfort describes the emergence of independent
creators and the development of an online interactive ﬁction community in the 1990s. Finally, he considers the inﬂuence of interactive
ﬁction on other literary and gaming forms. With Twisty Little Passages, Nick Montfort places interactive ﬁction in its computational and
literary contexts, opening up this still-developing form to new consideration.

EINSTEIN'S INTUITION
VISUALIZING NATURE IN ELEVEN DIMENSIONS
Presented in clear and accessible language with wonderfully supportive graphics, Roberts oﬀers the reader a voyage through the
development of human knowledge. He then examines the outstanding mysteries of modern physics-the phenomena that lie outside
the boarders of our current understanding (dark energy, dark matter, the Big Bang, wave-particle duality, quantum tunneling, state
vector reduction, etc.) and suggests that the next step in our intellectual journey is to treat the vacuum of space as a superﬂuid-
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modeling it as being composed of interactive quanta, which, in a self similar way, are composed of subquanta, and so on. With this
proposition Roberts engenders the vacuum with fractal geometry, and opens the door to explaining the outstanding mysteries of
physics geometrically. Roberts' model, called quantum space theory, has been praised for how it oﬀers an intuitively accessible
picture of eleven-dimensions and for powerfully extending the insight of general relativity, eloquently translating the four forces into
unique kinds of geometric distortions, while oﬀering underlying deterministic dynamics that give rise to quantum mechanics. That
remarkably simple picture explains the mysteries of modern physics in a way that is fully commensurate with Einstein's intuition. It is
a refreshingly unique perspective that generates several testable predictions. "This work is mathematically beautiful and scientiﬁcally
priceless, and the kicker is that it comes with a vivid and satisfying picture." Chris J. Wilshaw "This book fundamentally changed my
understanding of our universe." Matt Emmi

THE SINGLE MONAD MODEL OF THE COSMOS
IBN ARABI’S CONCEPT OF TIME AND CREATION
Mohamed Haj Yousef Ibn Arabi is the only scholar who was able to formulate a unique cosmological model that is capable of
explaining our observations as well as many phenomena in physics and cosmology, and even solve some perplexing modern and
historical riddles in science and philosophy such as the EPR paradox and Zeno paradoxes of motion. Moreover, the Single Monad
Model explains for the ﬁrst time in history the importance of the “week” as a basic unit of space and time together. This prodigious
theory is based on the notion of the intertwining days where Ibn Arabi shows that at every instance of time there is indeed one full
week of creation that takes place in the globe. Since its publication in 2008, this book has triggered an overwhelming response, and I
hope this expanded edition will help promote further Ibn Arabi's wisdom that is still buried in his multitudes of books and treatises.Ibn
'Arabî is one of the most prominent ﬁgures in Islamic history, especially in relation to Suﬁsm and Islamic philosophy and theology. In
this book, we want to explore his cosmology and in particular his view of time in that cosmological context, comparing his approaches
to the relevant conclusions and principles of modern physics whenever possible. We shall see that Ibn 'Arabî had a unique and
comprehensive view of time which has never been discussed by any other philosopher or scientist, before or even after Ibn 'Arabî. In
the ﬁnal two chapters, we shall discuss some of the ways his novel view of time and cosmology may be used to build a complete
model of the cosmos that may deepen and extend our understanding of the world, while potentially solving some of the drawbacks
and paradoxes in the current cosmological models of modern physics. As we discuss in the opening chapter, there is no doubt that
time is one of the most important issues in physics, cosmology, philosophy and theology, and hundreds of books and articles have
been published in these ﬁelds. However, none of these studies have fully developed Ibn 'Arabî's unique view of time in its
cosmological dimensions, although his conception of time is indeed central to understanding, for example, his controversial theory of
the 'oneness of being'. One possible reason for this relative neglect is the diﬃcult symbolic language he usually used. Also, he didn't
discuss this subject at length in any single place in his extant works--not even in chapters 59, 291 and 390 of the Futûhât whose titles
relate directly to time--so we must piece together his overall cosmological understanding of time from his scattered treatments in
many works and diﬀerent contexts within his magnum opus, the Futûhât, and other books. Therefore this book may be considered the
ﬁrst comprehensive attempt to set forth all the relevant dimensions of time in Ibn 'Arabî's wider cosmology and cosmogony. To start
with, Ibn 'Arabî considers time to be a product of our human 'imagination', without any real, separately existing entity. Nevertheless,
he still considers it to be one of the four main constituents of existence. We need this imagined conception of 'time' to chronologically
arrange events and what for us are the practically deﬁning motions of the celestial orbs and other physical objects, but for Ibn 'Arabî,
real existence is attributable only to the actually existing thing that moves, not to motion nor to time (nor space) in which this motion
is observed. Thus Ibn 'Arabî distinguishes between two kinds of time: natural and para-natural, and he explains that they both
originate from the two forces of the soul: the active force and the intellective force, respectively. Then he explains that this imaginary
time is cyclical, circular, relative, discrete and inhomogeneous. Ibn 'Arabî also gives a precise deﬁnition--drawing on the speciﬁc usage
of the Qur'an and earlier Arab conceptions of time--of the day, daytime and night, showing how these deﬁnitions are related to the
relative motions of the celestial orbs (including the earth), where every orb has its own 'day', and those days are normally measured
by our normal observable day that we count on the earth.

THE FLAT EARTH TRILOGY BOOK OF SECRETS I
Lulu.com This book is an Anthology of Gregory Lessing Garrett's writings and others on the topic of Flat Earth Plane Cosmology of all
types, including Enclosed Earth, Hollow Earth, Concave Earth, Inﬁnite Plane Earth, The Enochian Earth Model, etc... The hope is that
the ideas expounded in this Flat Earth Trilogy series will provide compelling justiﬁcations for the claim that no curvature can be found
on the Earth, which points to the empirical conclusion that we live on a plane and not a spinning ball in science ﬁction outer space.
The details regarding the possible topography of the Earth are discussed in depth in this book, but ultimately, the absolute true
topography of the Earth is not known by anyone. -Gregory Lessing Garrett

GLOBAL VIROLOGY III: VIROLOGY IN THE 21ST CENTURY
Springer Nature Global Virology, Volume III: Virology in the 21st Century examines work that has been undertaken, or is planned, in
several ﬁelds of virology, in an eﬀort to promote current and future work, research, and health. Fields and methods addressed include
virology, immunology, space research, astrovirology/astrobiology, plasmids, swarm intelligence, bioinformatics, data-mining, machine
learning, neural networks, critical equations, and advances in biohazard biocontainment. Novel and forward-looking methods,
techniques, and approaches in research and development are presented by experts in the ﬁeld.
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